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strongly continuous one parameter group of
automorphisms KMS
state
I C*C $\mathcal{O}_{K}$ strongly continuous one
parameter group of automorphisms $\tau_{K}^{t}t\in \mathbb{R}$ C*C
$(\mathcal{O}_{K}, \tau_{K}, \omega_{K}),$ $K=1,$ $\cdots,$ $N$ $\tau_{K}^{t}$ generator
$\delta_{K},$ $\omega_{K}$









Definition Ll (Ruelle 00 [R]) $\omega_{\underline{\beta}}^{(0)}$
$\omega_{\underline{\beta}}^{(0)}\equiv\otimes\omega_{K}K$
$\beta(0)$
$\text{ }\acute{\mathrm{r}}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}$ \acute -i^E Non-Equilibrium Steady States (NESS)
$\Sigma_{\tau}(\omega_{\underline{\beta}}^{(\overline{0)}})$
$\frac{1}{T}\int_{0}^{T}\omega_{\underline{\beta}}^{(0)}0\tau_{t}dt$
$Tarrow\infty$ $weak_{-}^{*}$ acclumulation point
$\mathcal{O}$ I $\Sigma_{\tau}(\omega_{\underline{\beta}}^{(0)})$ j^E
$\Sigma_{\tau}(\omega_{\underline{\beta}}^{(0)})$ $\tau$
$\Sigma_{\tau}(\omega_{\underline{\beta}}^{(0)})$




NESS $\Sigma_{\tau}(\omega_{\underline{\beta}}^{(0)}.)$ – \mbox{\boldmath $\omega$}-\beta ,+\hslash $\text{ }$ {fR,ff.‘ $\omega_{\underline{\beta}}^{(0)}$ -nomal state $\eta$
$\lim_{tarrow\infty}\eta(\tau_{\mathrm{C}}(A))=\omega_{\underline{\beta},+}(A)$ , $\forall A\in \mathcal{O}$





$\lim_{tarrow\infty}||[A, \tau_{t}(B)]||=0$ , $\forall A,$ $B\in \mathcal{O}$
$\grave{\text{ }};\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}_{-}^{\wedge}$




$\omega_{\beta}^{(0)}$ -normal state $\eta$ $\omega_{\underline{\beta}}^{(0)}(B^{*}\cdot C),$ $B,$ $C\in \mathcal{O}$ $\grave{l}\mathrm{h}$F
$tarrow\infty 1\mathrm{i}\eta(\tau^{t}(A))=\omega_{\underline{\beta}}^{(0)}(A)$
$2.\mathrm{S}\mathrm{p}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}$ Fermion model ( $\mathrm{J}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{k}\check{\mathrm{s}}\mathrm{i}\acute{\mathrm{c}}$ Pillet 2002 [JPI],[JP2])
Fermion heat bath
Fermion heat bath Hilbert space $\mathfrak{h}_{L},$ $\mathfrak{h}_{R}$ CAR-
algebra $\mathcal{O}_{L}$ , $\mathcal{O}_{R}$ Hilbert $\mathfrak{h}$ CAR
algebra I $a(f)$ $C^{*}$ -algebra map
$f\in \mathfrak{h}arrow a(f)\in A$
antilinear,
$\{a(f), a(g)\}=0$
$\{a(f), a^{*}(g)\}=\langle f, g\rangle$ .I
quasi-free dynamics
$\tau_{L}$ , 7R





$\mathcal{O}=M_{2}\otimes \mathcal{O}_{L}\otimes \mathcal{O}_{R}$ heat
bath
$V=\lambda(\sigma_{x}\otimes\varphi(\alpha_{L})\otimes 1+\sigma_{x}\otimes 1\otimes\varphi(\alpha_{R}))\in \mathcal{O}$
$\alpha_{L}\in \mathfrak{h}_{L},$ $\alpha_{R}\in \mathfrak{h}_{R}$ form factor
$\varphi(f)$
$\varphi(f)\equiv\frac{1}{\sqrt{2}}(a(f)+a(f)^{*})$
$\lambda\neq 0$ $h_{L},$ $h_{R}$
form facctor $\alpha_{L}\in \mathfrak{h}_{L},$ $\alpha_{R}\in \mathfrak{h}_{R}$ $1_{J^{\mathrm{a}}}$ uniqueness
$C$-Liouvillean $\mathrm{n}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}-\mathrm{s}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{d}\mathrm{j}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{t}$ operator
2 Heat flow, Entropy Production




$V\in D(\delta_{K})$ $K$ reservoir heat flow $\Phi_{K}$
$\Phi_{K}\equiv\delta_{K}(V)$
$\varphi$ heat flow







entropy production entropy production relative
entropy relative entropy
Definition 2.2 (Relative Entropy [Araki] [A1])
$\omega$ $C^{*}$ -algebra $\mathcal{O}$ $(7\{, \pi, \Omega)$ $\omega$ $GNS$ $\Omega$
$\pi(\mathcal{O})’’$ cyclic and s $eparat\mathrm{i}n\mathit{9}$ $P$
$\Omega$ natural positive cone $\omega$ -normal state $\eta$
$P$ $\Omega_{\eta}s.t$.
$\eta(\cdot)=\langle\Omega_{\eta}, \pi(\cdot)\Omega_{\eta}\rangle$
$\Phi\in \mathcal{P}$ support of $\Phi$ in $\pi(\mathcal{O})’’,$ $\pi(\mathcal{O})’$
$s( \Phi)\equiv\inf${ $P\in\pi(\mathcal{O})’’$ , orthogonal projection $P\Phi=\Phi$ }
$s’( \Phi)\equiv\inf$ { $P’\in\pi(\mathcal{O})’$ , orthogonal projection $P’\Phi=\Phi$ }
$\omega$-normal state $\xi,$ $\eta$ opemtor
$S_{\eta,\xi}^{0}.(A\Omega_{\xi}+(1-s’(\Omega_{\xi}))\psi)=s(\Omega_{\xi})A^{*}\Omega_{\eta}$ , $A\in\pi(\mathcal{O})’’$ , $\psi\in \mathcal{H}$
closable closure $S_{\eta,\omega}$ Positive Operator
$\Delta_{\eta,\xi}$
\Delta \eta \epsilon =S\eta * S\eta ,\mbox{\boldmath $\xi$}
Relative entropy $Ent(\eta|\omega)$
$Ent(\eta|\xi)\equiv\{$
$\langle\Omega_{\eta},\ln\Delta_{\xi,\eta}\Omega_{\eta}\rangle$ , $s(\Omega_{\eta})\leq s(\Omega_{\xi})$
$-\infty$ otherwise
Relative entropy




Theorem 2.4(Ojima, Jaksic and PilIet)






$t=0$ $t=T$ relative entropy $\eta\circ\tau^{t}(\sigma)$
entropy production




Theorem 24 relative entropy $\mathrm{n}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}-\mathrm{p}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{v}\mathrm{e}$ NESS
$\Sigma_{\tau}(\omega_{\beta}^{(0)})$ $l\mathrm{f}_{\iota}\S_{\tau}\propto$














heat flow $R$ $L$
entropy production non-negative $\mathrm{A}\mathrm{a}$
strictly positive
entropy production
non-zero heat flow non-zero
NESS heat flow, entropy production non-zero
1Spin Fermion model (Jaksic Pillet 2002 $[\mathrm{J}\mathrm{P}\mathrm{I}],[\mathrm{J}\mathrm{P}2]$)
spin fermion model 4 $\mathrm{a}$ entropy production strictly
positive
2. One dimensional lattice free-fermion Model
(Dirren 98, Ho Araki $\mathrm{O}\mathrm{O}[\mathrm{H}\mathrm{A}]$ , Aschbacher Pillet 02[AP])









, $(\beta L, \tau L),$ $(\beta R, \tau R)KMS$ $p_{L}$ $\mathbb{Z}_{-}$ ,










3 Transport Property of NESS
NESS heat flow, entropy production I
$(\beta_{1}, \cdots, \beta_{N})$
NESS
$\omega\underline{\beta},+$ Reference inverse temperature $\beta$ NESS
$\omega\underline{\beta},+$
$J$ reservoir heat flow
$\underline{\beta}=(\beta_{1}, \cdots,\beta_{N})arrow\omega_{\underline{\beta},+}(\Phi_{J})$
$(\beta, \cdots, \beta)$ :
Definition 3.1













(A1) reservoir $K$ $\omega_{K}$ unique $(\tau_{K}, \beta K)- KMS$ state
(A2) $K$ $V\in D(\delta_{K})$
(A3) Anti-linear $*$ -automorphism $$ : $\mathcal{O}arrow \mathcal{O}s.t$.
$0\tau_{K}^{t}=\tau_{K}^{-t}0$ , $\forall K$, $(V)=V$.
(A4) $\omega_{\underline{\beta}}^{(0)}$ -normal state $\eta$
$\lim_{tarrow+\infty}\eta(\tau^{t}(A))=\omega_{\underline{\beta},+}(A)$ , $A\in \mathcal{O}$ .
$\omega\underline{\beta}_{\text{ }}+$
(A5) $\omega\beta$ : $(\tau, \beta)- KMS$ state $A,$ $B\in \mathcal{O}$
$\lim_{|t|arrow\infty}\omega\beta(\tau^{t}(A)B)=\omega\beta(A)\omega\beta(B)$ .
(A3) $\mathrm{O}-$ time-reversal (A2) heat flow
(A4) Definition 12 uniqueness (A5)
mixing property
notation
(A1) Generator $\delta_{\underline{\beta}}^{(0)}=\sum_{K\beta}\ \delta_{K}$ $C^{*}$-dynamics
$\sigma_{\underline{\beta}}^{(0)}$ (A1) $\omega_{\underline{\beta}}^{(0)}$ unique $(\sigma_{\underline{\beta}}^{(0)}, \beta)-\mathrm{K}\mathrm{M}\mathrm{S}$ state on
$\mathcal{O}$
$\sigma\underline{\beta}$
$\delta_{\underline{\beta}}=\delta_{\underline{\beta}}^{(0)}+\mathrm{i}[V, \cdot]$ \mbox{\boldmath $\tau$}‘‘ $C^{*}$-dynamics













Theorem 3.3 ( V. Jaksic, Y.O., C.-A. $\mathrm{P}_{\acute{1}}11\mathrm{e}\mathrm{t}$ [JOPI])
$(\mathrm{A}1)-(\mathrm{A}3)$
$A=A^{*}\in D(\delta K)$ , $\forall K$ , $(A)=-A$










Remark 3.4 $\omega\beta$ $(\tau, \beta)- KMS$ state $\forall A,$ $B\in \mathcal{O}$ $D\beta=$
$\{z;z\in \mathbb{C}, 0<{\rm Im} z<\beta\}$ $analyt\mathrm{i}c_{\text{ }}\overline{D}\beta$ bounded continuous




Proof (A1), (A3) $\omega_{\beta}$ time reversal invariant
:(A3) $A^{-}\in \mathcal{O}arrow\omega\underline{\beta}\circ \mathrm{O}-(A^{*})$ $(\sigma\beta, \beta)- \mathrm{K}\mathrm{M}\mathrm{S}$ state
(A1) $(\sigma_{\underline{\beta}}, \beta)- \mathrm{K}\mathrm{M}\mathrm{S}^{-}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{e}$
$\omega_{\underline{\beta}}0(A^{*})=\omega_{\underline{\beta}}(A)$ , $\forall A\in \mathcal{O}$ (1)
$(A)=-A,$ $A=A^{*}$
$\omega_{\underline{\beta}}(A)=-\omega_{\underline{\beta}}(A)=0$


































Corollary 3.5 (Onsager reciprocity relation)
$(\mathrm{A}1)-(\mathrm{A}5)$ Cumnt $\{\Phi_{K}\}_{K=1}^{N}$ regular
$L_{J,K}=L_{K,J}$ , $\forall K,$ $J$.
$2\mathrm{B}$







(3) $=$ \beta (\Phi K\mbox{\boldmath $\tau$}t(\Phi J))dt $=L_{K,J}$
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